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Abstract

A server application is commonly organized as a collection of concurrent threads, each of which executes the code necessary to process a request. This software architecture, which causes frequent control transfers between unrelated pieces of code, decreases instruction and data locality, and consequently reduces the effectiveness of hardware mechanisms such as caches, TLBs, and branch predictors. Numerous measurements demonstrate this effect in server applications, which often utilize only a fraction of a modern processor’s computational throughput.

This paper addresses this problem through cohort scheduling, a new policy that increases code and data locality by batching the execution of similar operations arising in different server requests. Effective implementation of the policy relies on a new programming abstraction, staged computation, which replaces threads. The StagedServer library provides an efficient implementation of cohort scheduling and staged computation. Measurements of two server applications written with this library show that cohort scheduling can improve server throughput by as much as 20%, by reducing the processor cycles per instruction by 30% and L2 cache misses by 50%.

1 Introduction

A server application is a program that manages access to a shared resource, such as a database, mail store, file system, or web site. A server receives a stream of requests, processes each, and produces a stream of results. Good server performance is important, as it determines the latency to access the resource and constrains the server’s ability to handle multiple requests. Commercial servers, such as databases, have been the focus of considerable research to improve the underlying hardware, algorithms, and parallelism, as well as considerable development to improve their code.

Much of the hardware effort has concentrated on the memory hierarchy, where rapidly increasing processor speed and parallelism and slowly declining memory access time created a growing gap that is a major performance bottleneck in many systems. In recent processors, loading a word from memory can cost hundreds of cycles, during which three to four times as many instructions could execute. High performance processors attempt to alleviate this performance mismatch through numerous mechanisms, such as caches, TLBs, and branch predictors [27]. These mechanisms exploit a well-known program property—spatial and temporal reuse of code and data—to keep at hand data that is likely to be reused quickly and to predict future program behavior.

Server software often exhibits less program locality and, consequently achieves poorer performance, than other software. For example, many studies have found that commercial database systems running on-line transaction processing (OLTP) benchmarks incur high rates of cache misses and instruction stalls, which reduce processor performance to as low as a tenth of its peak potential [4, 9, 20]. Part of this problem may be attributable to database systems’ code size [28], but their execution model is also responsible.

These systems are structured so that a process or thread runs for a short period before invoking a blocking operation and relinquishing control, so processors execute a succession of diverse, non-looping code segments that exhibit little locality. For example, Barroso et al. compared TPC-B, an OLTP benchmark whose threads execute an average of 25K instructions before blocking, against TPC-D, a compute-intensive decision-support system (DSS) benchmark whose threads execute an average of 1.7M instructions before blocking [9]. On an AlphaServer 4100, TPC-B had an L2 miss rate of 13.9%, an L3 miss rate of 2.7%, and overall performance of 7.0 cycles per instruction (CPI). By contrast, TPC-D had an L2 miss rate of 1.2%, an L3 miss rate of 0.32%, and a CPI of 1.62.

Instead of focusing on hardware, this paper takes an alternative—and complementary—approach of modifying a program’s behavior to improve its performance. The paper presents a new, user-level software architecture that enhances instruction and data locality and increases server software performance. The architecture consists of a scheduling policy and a programming model. The policy, cohort scheduling, con-
secutively executes a cohort of similar computations that arise in distinct requests on a server. Computations in a cohort, because they are at roughly the same stage of processing, tend to reference similar code and data, and so consecutively executing them improves program locality and increases hardware performance. Staged computation, the programming model, provides a programming abstraction by which a programmer can identify and group related computations and make explicit the dependencies that constrain scheduling. Staged computation, moreover, has the additional benefits of reducing concurrency overhead and the need for expensive, error-prone synchronization.

We implemented this scheduling policy and programming model in a reusable library (StagedServer). In two experiments, one with an I/O-intensive server and another with a compute-bound server, code using StagedServer performed significantly better than threaded versions. StagedServer lowered response time by as much as 20%, reduced cycles per instruction by 30%, and reduced L2 cache misses by more than 50%.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces cohort scheduling and explains how it can improve program performance. Section 3 describes staged computation. Section 4 briefly describes the StagedServer library. Section 5 contains performance measurements. Section 6 discusses related work.

2 Cohort Scheduling

Cohort scheduling is a technique for organizing the computation in server applications to improve program locality. The key insight is that distinct requests on a server execute similar computations. A server can defer processing a request until a cohort of computations arrive at a similar point in their processing and then execute the cohort consecutively on a processor (Figure 1).

This scheduling policy increases opportunities for code and data reuse, by reducing the interleaving of unrelated computations that causes cache conflicts and evicts live cache lines. The approach is similar to loop tiling or blocking [19], which restructures a matrix computation into submatrix computations that repeatedly reference data before turning to the next submatrix. Cohort scheduling, however, is a dynamic process that reorganizes a series of computations on items in an input stream, so that similar computations on different items execute consecutively. The technique applies to uniprocessors and multiprocessors, as both depend on program locality to achieve good performance.

Figure 2 illustrates the results of a simple experiment that demonstrates the benefit of cohort scheduling on a uniprocessor. It reports the cost, per call, of executing different sized cohorts of asynchronous writes to random blocks in a file. Each cohort ran consecutively on a system whose cache and branch table buffer had been flushed. As the cohort increased in size, the cost of each call decreased rapidly. A single call consumed 109,000 cycles, but the average cost dropped 68% for a cohort of 8 calls and 82% for a cohort of 64 calls. A direct measure of locality, L2 cache misses, also improved dramatically. With a cohort of 8 calls, L2 misses per call dropped to 17% of the initial value and further declined to 4% with a cohort of 64 calls. These improvements required no changes to the operating system code; only reordering operations in an application. Further improvement requires reductions in OS self-conflict misses (roughly 35 per system call), rather than amortizing the roughly 1500 cold start misses.

2.1 Assembling Cohorts

Cohort scheduling is not irreparably tied to staged computation, but many benefits may be lost if a programmer cannot explicitly form cohorts. For example, consider transparently integrating cohort scheduling with threads. The basic idea is simple. A modified thread scheduler identifies and groups threads with identical next program counter (nPC) values. The scheduler runs a cohort of threads with identical nPCs before turning to the next cohort.
A stage is conceptually similar to a class in an object-based language, to the extent that it is a program structuring abstraction providing local state and operations. Stages, however, differ from objects in three major respects. First, operations in a stage are invoked asynchronously, so that a caller does not wait for a computation to complete, but instead continues and rendezvous later, if necessary, to retrieve a result. Second, a stage has autonomy to control the execution of its operations. This autonomy extends to deciding when and how to execute the computations associated with invoked operations. Finally, stages are a control abstraction used to organize and process work, while objects are a data representation acted on by other entities, such as functions, threads, or stages.

A stage facilitates cohort scheduling because it provides a natural abstraction for grouping operations with similar behavior and locality and the control autonomy to implement cohort scheduling. Operations in a stage typically access local data, so that effective cohort scheduling only requires a simple scheduler that accumulates pending operations to form a cohort.

Stages provide additional programming advantages as well. Because they control their internal concurrency, they promote a programming style that reduces the need for expensive, error-prone explicit synchronization. Stages, moreover, provide the basis for specifying and verifying properties of asynchronous programs. This section briefly describes the staged programming model. Section 4 elaborates an implementation in a C++ class library.

### 3.1 Stage Design

Programmers group operations into a stage for a variety of reasons. The first is to regulate access to program state (“static” data) by wrapping it in an abstract data type. Operations grouped this way form an obvious cohort, as they typically have considerable instruction and data locality. Moreover, a programmer can control concurrency in a stage to reduce or eliminate synchronization for this data (Section 3.4).

The second reason is to group logically related operations to provide a well-rounded and complete programming abstraction. This reason may seem less compelling than the first, but logically related operations frequently share code and data, so collecting them in a stage identifies operations that could benefit from cohort scheduling.

The third is to encapsulate program control logic in the form of a finite-state automaton. As discussed below, a stage’s asynchronous operations easily implement the reactive transitions in an event-driven state machine.
Asynchronous operations provide low-cost parallelism, which enables a programmer to express and exploit the concurrency within an application. The overhead, in time and space, of invoking an operation is close to a procedure call, as it only entails allocating and initializing a closure and passing it to a stage. When an operation runs to completion, it does not require its own stack or an area to preserve processor state, which eliminates much of the cost of threads. Similarly, returning a value and re-enabling a continuation are simple, inexpensive operations.

3.3 Programming Styles

Staged computation supports a variety of programming styles, including software pipelining, event-driven state machines, bi-directional pipelines, and fork-join parallelism. Conceptually, at least, stages in a server are arranged as a pipeline in which requests arrive at one end and responses flow from the other. This form of computation is easily supported by representing a request as an object passed between stages. Linear pipelining of this sort is simple and efficient, because a stage retains no information on completed computations.

However, stages are not constrained to this linear style. Another common programming idiom is bi-directional pipelining, which is the asynchronous analogue of call and return. In this approach, a stage passes subtasks to one or more other stages. The parent stage eventually suspends its work on the request, turns its attention to other requests, and resumes the original computation when the subtasks produce results. This style requires that an operation be broken into a series of subcomputations, which run when results appear. With explicit continuations, a programmer partitions the computation by hand, although a compiler could easily produce this code, which is close to the well-known continuation-passing style [6, 12]. With implicit continuations, a programmer only needs to indicate where the original computation suspends and waits for the subtasks to complete.

A generalization of this style is event-driven programming, which uses a finite state automaton (FSA) to control a reactive system [26, 29]. The FSA logic is encapsulated in a stage and is driven by external events, such as network messages and I/O completions, and internal events from other asynchronous stages. An operation’s closure contains the FSA state for a particular server request. The FSA changes state when a child operation completes or external events arrive. These transitions invoke computations associated with edges in the FSA. Each computation runs until it blocks and specifies the next state in the FSA.
Figure 4 Profile of staged web server (Section 5.1). The performance metrics for each stage are broken down by processor (the system is running on four processors). The first column is the average queue length. The second column contains three metrics on operations at the stage: the quantity, the average wait time (millisecond), and the maximum wait time. The third column contains corresponding metrics for operations that are suspended and restarted. The fourth column contains corresponding metrics for completed operations. The numbers on arcs are the number of operations started or restarted between two stage-processor pairs.

For example, the web server used in Section 5.1 is driven by a control-logic stage consisting of a FSA with fifteen states. The FSA describes the process by which a HTTP GET request arrives and is parsed, the referenced file is found in the cache or on disk, the file blocks are read and transmitted, and the file and connection are closed.

Describing the control logic of a server as a FSA opens the possibility of verifying many properties of the entire system, such as deadlock freedom, by applying techniques, such as model checking [15, 22], developed to model and verify systems of communicating FSAs.

### 3.4 Scheduling Policy Refinements

The third attribute of a stage is scheduling autonomy. When a stage is activated on a processor, the stage determines which operations execute and their order. This scheduling freedom allows several refinements of cohort scheduling to reduce the need for synchronization. In particular, we found three policies useful:

- **An exclusive stage** executes at most one of its operations at a time. Since operations run sequentially and completely, access to stage-local data does not need synchronization. This type of a stage is similar to a monitor, except that its interface is asynchronous: clients delegate computation to the stage, rather than block to obtain access to a resource. When this strict serialization does not cause a performance bottleneck, this policy offers fast, error-free access to data and a simple programming model. This approach works well for fine-grained operations, as the cost of acquiring and releasing the stage’s mutex can be amortized over a cohort of operations [25].

- **A partitioned stage** divides invocations (based on a key passed as a parameter), to avoid sharing data among operations running on different processors. For example, consider a file cache stage that partitions requests using a hash function on the file number. Each processor maintains its own hash table of in-memory disk blocks. Each hash table is accessed by only one processor, which enhances locality and eliminates synchronization. This policy, which is reminiscent of shared-nothing databases, permits parallel data structures without fine-grain synchronization.

- **A shared stage** runs its operations concurrently on many processors. Since several operations in a stage can execute concurrently, shared data accesses must be synchronized.

Other policies are possible and could be easily implemented within a stage.

It is important keep in mind that these policies are implemented within the more general framework of cohort scheduling. When a stage is activated on a processor, it executes its outstanding operations, one after another. Nothing in the staged model requires cohort scheduling. Rather the programming model and scheduling policy naturally fit together. A stage groups logically related operations that share data and provides the freedom to reorder computations. Cohort scheduling exploits scheduling freedom by consecutively running similar operations.
3.5 Understanding Performance

A compelling advantage of the Staged model is that the performance of the system is relatively easy to visualize and understand. Each stage is similar to a node in a queuing system. Parameters, such as average and maximum queue length, average and maximum wait time, and average and maximum processing time, are easily measured and displayed (Figure 4). These measurements provide a good overview of system performance and help identify bottlenecks.

3.6 Stage Computation Example

As an example of staged computation, consider the file cache used by the web server in Section 5.1. A file cache is an important component in many servers. It stores recently accessed disk blocks in memory and maps a file identifier and offset to a disk block.

The staged file cache consists of three partitioned stages (Figure 5). The cache is logically partitioned across the processors, so each one manages a unique subset of the files, as determined by the hashed file identifier. Alternatively, for large files, the file identifier and offset can be hashed together, so a file’s disk blocks are stripped across the table. Within the stage, each processor maintains a hash table that maps file identifiers to memory-resident disk blocks. Since a processor references only its table, accesses require no synchronization and data does not migrate between processor caches.

If a disk block is not cached in memory, the cache invokes an operation on the I/O Aggregator stage, whose role is to merge requests for adjacent disk blocks to improve system efficiency. This stage utilizes cohort scheduling in a different way, by accumulating I/O requests in a cohort and combining them into a larger I/O request on the operating system.

The Disk I/O stage reads and writes disk blocks. It issues asynchronous system calls to perform these operations and, for each, invokes an operation in the Event Server stage describing a pending I/O. This operation suspends until the I/O completes. This stage interfaces the operating system’s asynchronous notification mechanism to the staged programming model. It utilizes a separate thread, which waits on an I/O Completion Port that the system uses to signal completion of asynchronous I/O. At each notification, this stage matches an event with a waiting closure, which it re-enables and passes the information from the Completion Port. The Disk I/O stage, in turn, returns disk blocks to the I/O Aggregator, which passes them to the FileCache stage, where the data are recorded and passed back to the client.

![Figure 5. Architecture of staged file cache. Requests for disk blocks are partitioned across processors to avoid sharing the hash table. If a block is not found, it is requested from an I/O aggregator, which combines requests for adjacent blocks and passes them to a disk I/O stage that asynchronously reads the files. When an I/O completes, an event server thread is notified, which passes the completion back to the disk I/O stage.](image_url)

4 StagedServer Library

The StagedServer library is a collection of C++ classes that implement staged computation and cohort scheduling on either a uniprocessor or multiprocessor. This library enables a programmer to define stages, operations, and policies by writing only application-specific code. Moreover, StagedServer implements an aggressive and efficient version of cohort scheduling. This section briefly describes the library and its primary interfaces.

The library’s functionality is partitioned between two principal classes. The first is the Stage class, which provides stage-local storage and mechanisms for collecting and scheduling operations. The second is the Closure class, which encapsulates an operation and its continuations, provides per-invocation state, and supports invoking an operation and returning its result. The fundamental action in a StagedServer system is to invoke an operation by creating and initializing a closure and handing it to a stage.

4.1 Stage Class

The Stage class is a templated base class that an application uses to derive classes for its various stages. The base class provides the basic functionality for managing closures and for scheduling and executing operations on processors.
4.1.1 Scheduling Policy

StagedServer implements a cohort scheduling policy, with enhancements to increase the processor affinity of data. The assignment of operations to processors occurs when an operation is submitted to a stage. By default, an operation invoked by code running on processor \( p \) executes on processor \( p \) in subsequent stages. This affinity policy enhances temporal locality and reduces cache traffic, as the operation’s data tend to remain in the processor’s cache. However, a program can override the default and execute an operation on a different processor when: the processor to execute the operation is explicitly specified, a stage partitions its operations among processors, or a stage uses load balancing to redistribute operations.

A stage maintains a stack and queue for each processor in the system. In general, operations originating on the local processor are pushed on the stack and operations from other processors are enqueued on the queue. When a stage starts processing a cohort, it first empties its stack in LIFO order, before turning to the queue. This scheme has two rationales. Processing the most recently invoked operations first increases the likelihood that an operation’s data will reside in the cache. In addition, the stack does not require synchronization, since it is only accessed by one processor, which reduces the common-case cost of invoking an operation.

4.1.2 Processor Scheduling

StagedServer currently uses a simple, wavefront algorithm to supply processors to stages. A programmer specifies an ordering of the stages in an application. In wavefront scheduling, processors independently alternate forward and backward traversals of this list of stages. At each stage, a processor executes operations pending in its stack and queue. When the operations are finished, the processor proceeds to the next stage. If the processor repeatedly finds no work, it sleeps for exponentially increasing periods of time interval. If a processor cannot gain access to an Exclusive stage, because another processor is already working in the stage, the processor skips the stage.

The alternating traversal order in wavefront scheduling corresponds to a common communications pattern, in which a stage passes requests to its successors, which perform a computation and produce a result. It is easy to imagine other scheduling policies, but we have not evaluated them, as this approach works well for the applications we have studied. This topic is worth further investigation.

4.1.3 Thresholds

An orthogonal attribute of a stage is a pair of thresholds that force StagedServer to activate a stage if more than a given number of operations are waiting or after a fixed interval. When either situation arises, StagedServer stops the currently running stage (after it completes its operation), runs the threshold-exceeding stage, and then returns to the suspended stage. For simplicity, an interrupting stage cannot be interrupted, so that other stages that exceed their thresholds are deferred until processing returns to original stage. Thresholds are particularly useful for latency-sensitive stages, such as those interacting with the operating system, which must be regularly supplied with I/O requests to ensure that devices do not go idle.

Another useful refinement is a feedback mechanism, by which a stage informs other stages that it has sufficient tasks. These other stages can suspend processing, effectively turning the processor over to the first stage. So far, voluntary cooperation, rather than hard queue limits, has sufficed.

4.1.4 Partitioned Data

A partitioned stage typically divides its data, so that the operations running on a processor access only a non-shared portion. Avoiding sharing eliminates the need to synchronize access to the data and reduces the cache traffic that results when data are accessed from more than one processor. The current system partitions a variable—using the well-known technique of privatization [30]—by storing its values in a vector with an entry for each processor. Code uses the processor id to index this vector and obtain a private value.

4.2 Closure Class

Closure is a templated base class for defining closures, which are a combination of code and data. StagedServer uses closures to implement operations and their continuations. When an operation is first invoked on a stage, the invoker creates a closure and initializes it with parameter values. Later, the stage executes the operation by invoking one of the closure’s methods, as specified by the operation invocation. This method is an ordinary C++ method. When it returns, the method must state whether the operation is complete (and optionally returns a value), if it is waiting for a child to finish, or if it is waiting for another operation to resume its execution.

An operation can invoke operations on other stages—its children. The original operation waits for its children by providing a continuation routine that the system runs when the children finish. This continuation routine is simply another method in the original closure.
The closure passes arguments between a parent and its continuation and results between a child and its parent. This process may repeat multiple times, with each continuation taking on the role of a parent. In other words, these closures are actually multiple-entry closures, with an entry for the original operation invocation and entries for subsequent continuations. In practice, a stage treats these methods identically and does not distinguish between an operation and its continuation.

5 Experimental Evaluation

To evaluate the benefits of cohort scheduling and the StagedServer library, we built two prototypical server applications. The first—a web server—is I/O-bound, as its task consists of responding to HTTP GET requests by retrieving files from a disk or file cache and sending them over a network. The second—a publish-subscribe server—is compute bound, as the amount of data transferred is relatively small, but the computation to match an event against a database of subscriptions is expensive and memory-intensive.

5.1 I/O-Intensive Server

To compare threads against stages, we implemented two web servers. The first is structured using a thread pool (THWS) and the second uses StagedServer (SSWS). We took care to make the two servers efficient and comparable and to share common code. In particular, both servers use Microsoft Window’s asynchronous I/O operations. The threaded server was organized in a conventional manner as a thread accepting connections and passing them to a pool of 256 worker threads, each of which performs the server’s full functionality: parsing a request, reading a file, and transmitting its contents. This server used the kernel’s file cache. The SSWS server also can process up to 256 simultaneously requests. It was organized as a control logic stage, a network I/O stage, and the disk I/O and caching stages described in Section 3.6. The parameters were chosen by experimentation and yielded robust performance for the benchmark and hardware configuration.

As a baseline for comparison, we also ran the experiments on Microsoft’s IIS web server, which is a highly tuned commercial product. IIS performed better than the other servers, but the difference was small, which partially validates their implementations.

Our test configuration consisted of a server and three clients. The server was Compaq Proliant DL580R containing four 700MHz Pentium III-Xeon processors (2MB L2 cache) and 4GB of RAM. It had eight 10000RPM SCSI3 disks, connected to a Compaq Smart Array controller. The clients ran on Dell PowerEdge 6350s, each containing four 400MHz Pentium II Xeon processors with 1GB of RAM. The clients and server were connected by a dedicated Gigabit Ethernet network and both ran Windows 2000 Server (SP1).

We used the SURGE benchmark, which retrieves web pages, whose size, distributions, and reference pattern are modeled on actual systems [8]. SURGE measures the ability of a web server to process HTTP GET requests, retrieve pages from a disk, and send them back to a client. This benchmark does not attempt to capture the full behavior of a web server, which must handle other types of HTTP requests, execute dynamic content, perform server management, and log data. To increase the load, we run a large configuration, with a web site of 1,000,000 pages (20.1GB) and a reference stream containing 6,638,449 requests. A SURGE work-load is characterized by User-Equivalents (UEs), each of which models one user accessing the web site. We found that we could run up to 2000 UEs per client. All tests were run with the UE workload balanced across the client machines. The reported numbers are for 15 minutes of client execution, starting with a freshly initialized server.

Figure 6 shows the bandwidth and latency of the thread (THWS) and StagedServer (SSWS) servers, and compares them against a commercial web server (IIS). The first chart contains the number of pages retrieved by the clients per second (since requests follow a fixed sequence, the number of pages is a measure of bandwidth) and the second chart contains the average latency, perceived by a client, to retrieve a page.

Several trends are notable. Under light load, SSWS’s performance is approximately 6% lower than THWS, but as the load increases, SSWS responds to as many as 13% more requests per unit time. The second chart, in part, explains this difference. SSWS’s latency is higher than THWS’s latency under light load (by a factor of almost 20), but as the load increases, SSWS’s latency grows only 2.3 times, but THWS’s latency increases 45 times, to a level equal to SSWS’s.

The commercial server, Microsoft’s IIS, outperformed SSWS by 4–9% and THWS by 0–22%. Its latency under heavy load was up to 45% better than the other servers’ latency.
SSWS performance, which is more stable and predictable under heavy load than the threaded server, is appropriate for servers, in which performance challenges arise as offered load increases. SSWS server’s overall performance was relatively better and its processor performance degraded less under load than the THWS server. The improved processor performance was reflected in a measurably improved throughput under load.

5.2 Compute-Bound Server

To evaluate the performance of StagedServer on a compute-bound application, we also built a simple publish-subscribe server. The server used an efficient, cache-friendly algorithm to match events against an in-core database of subscriptions [16]. A subscription is a conjunction of terms comparing variables against integer. An event is a set of assignments of values to variables. An event matches a subscription if all of its terms are satisfied by the value assignments in the event.

Both the threaded (THPS) and StagedServer (SSPS) version of this application shared a common publish-subscribe implementation; the only difference between them was the use of threads or stages to structure the computation. The benchmark was the Fabret workload: 1,000,000 subscriptions and 100,000 events. The platform was the same as above.

The response time of the StagedServer version to events was better under load (Figure 8). With four or more clients publishing events, the THPS responded in an average of 0.57 ms to each request. With four clients, SSPS responded in an average time of 0.53 ms, and its response improved to 0.47 ms with 16 or more clients (21% improvement over the threaded version).

In large measure, this improvement is due to improved processor usage (Figure 8). With 16 clients, SSPS averaged 2.0 cycles per instruction (CPI) over the entire benchmark, while THPS averaged 2.7 CPI (26% reduction). Over the compute-intensive event matching portion, SSPS averaged 1.7 CPI, while THPS averaged 2.5 CPI (33% reduction). In large measure, this improvement is attributable to a greater than 50% reduction in L2 caches misses, from 58% of user-space L2 cache requests (THPS) to a 26% of references (SSPS).
This application references a large data structure (approximately 66.7MB for the benchmark). When matching an event against subscriptions, Fabret’s algorithm, although cache-efficient, may access a large amount of data, and the particular locations are data dependent. StagedServer’s performance advantage results from two factors. First, its code is organized so that only one processor references a given subset of the subscriptions, which reduces the number of distinct locations a processor references, and hence increases the possibility of data reuse. Without this locality optimization, SSPS runs at the same speed as THPS. Second, StagedServer batches cohorts of event matches in this data structure. We measured the benefit of cohort scheduling by limiting cohort size. Cohorts of four items reduced SSPS performance by 21%, ten items reduced performance by 17%, and twenty items reduced performance by 9%.

Both optimizations would be beneficial in threaded code, but the structure of the resulting server would be isomorphic to the StagedServer version, with a thread bound to each processor performing event lookups on a subset of the data structure, and a queue in front of each process to accumulate a cohort.

6 Related Work

The advantages and disadvantages of threads and processes are widely known [5]. More recently, several papers have investigated alternative server architectures. Chankhunthod et al. described the Harvest web cache, which uses an event-driven, reactive architecture to invoke computation at transitions in its state-machine control logic [13]. The system, like StagedServer, uses non-blocking I/O; careful avoidance of page faults; and a non-blocking, non-preemptive scheduling policy [7, 26]. Pai proposed a four-fold characterization of server architectures: multi-process, multi-threaded, single-process event driven, and asymmetric multi-process event driven [26]. These alternatives are orthogonal to the task scheduling policy, and as the discussion in Section 2 illustrates, cohort scheduling could increase their locality. Pai’s favored event-driven programming style offers many opportunities for cohort scheduling, since event handlers partition a computation into distinct, easily identifiable subcomputations with clear operation boundaries. On the other hand, ad-hoc event systems offer no obvious way to group handlers that belong in the same cohort or to associate data with operations. Section 3 describes staged computation, a programming model that provides a programmer with control over the computation in a cohort.

Welsh recently described the SEDA system, which is similar to the staged computation model [29]. SEDA, unlike StagedServer, does not use explicit cohort scheduling, but instead uses stages as an architecture for structuring event-driven servers. His performance results are similar for I/O intensive server applications.

Blackwell used blocked layer processing to improve the instruction locality of a TCP/IP stack [10]. He noted that the TCP/IP code was larger than the MIPS R2000 instruction cache, so that when the protocol stack processed a packet completely, no code from the lower protocol layers remained in cache for the next packet. His solution was to process several packets together at each layer. The modified stack had a lower cache miss rate and reduced processing latency. Blackwell related his approach to blocked matrix computations [19], but his focus was instruction locality. Cohort scheduling, whose genesis predates Blackwell, is a more general scheduling policy and system architecture, which is applicable when a computation is not as cleanly partitionable as a network stack. Moreover, cohort scheduling improves data, not just instruction, locality and reduces synchronization as well.
A stage is similar in some respects to an object in an object-based language, in that it provides both local state and operations to manipulate it. The two differ because objects are, for the most part, passive and their methods are synchronous—though asynchronous object models exist. Many object-oriented languages, such as Java [17], integrate threads and synchronization, but the active entity remains a thread synchronously run a method on a passive object. By contrast, in staged computation, a stage is asked to perform an operation, but is given the autonomy to decide how and when to actually execute the work. This decoupling of request and response is valuable because it enables a stage to control its concurrency and to adopt an efficient scheduling policy, such as cohort scheduling.

Stages are similar in some respects to Agha’s Actors [3]. Both start with a model of asynchronous communication between autonomous entities. Actors have no internal concurrency and do not give entities control over their scheduling, but instead presume a reactive model in which an Actor responds to a message by invoking a computation. Stages, because of the internal concurrency and scheduling autonomy, are better suited to cohort scheduling. Actors are, in turn, an instance of dataflow, a more general computing model [23, 24]. Stages also can be viewed as an instance of dataflow computation.

Cilk is language based on a provably efficient scheduling policy [11]. The language is thread, not object, based, but it shares some characteristics with stages. In both, once started, a computation is not preempted. While running, a computation can spawn off other tasks, which return their results by invoking a continuation. However, Cilk’s work stealing scheduling policy does not implement cohort scheduling, nor is it under program control. Recent work, however, has improved the data locality of work stealing scheduling algorithms [1].

JAWS is an object-oriented framework for writing web servers [18]. It consists of a collection of design patterns, which can be used to construct servers adapted to a particular operating system by selecting an appropriate concurrency mechanism (processes or threads), creating a thread pool, reducing synchronization, caching files, using scatter-gather I/O, or employing various http and TCP-specific optimizations. StagedServer is a simpler library that provides a programming model that directly enhances program locality and performance.

An earlier version of this work was published as a short, extended abstract [21].

7 Conclusion

Servers are commonly structured as a collection of parallel tasks, each of which executes all the code necessary to process a request. Threads, processes, or event handlers underlie the software architecture of most servers. Unfortunately, this software architecture can interact poorly with modern processors, whose performance depends on mechanisms—caches, TLBs, and branch predictors—that exploit program locality to bridge the increasing processor-memory performance gap. Servers have little inherent locality. A thread typically runs for a short and unpredictable amount of time and is followed by an unrelated thread, with its own working set. Moreover, servers interact frequently with the operating system, which has a large and disruptive working set. The poor processor performance of servers is a natural consequence of their threaded architecture.

As a remedy, we propose cohort scheduling, which increases server locality by consecutively executing related operations from different server requests. Running similar code on a processor increases instruction and data locality, which aids hardware mechanisms, such as cache and branch predictors. Moreover, this architecture naturally issues operating system requests in batches, which reduces the system’s disruption.

This paper also describes the staged computation programming model, which supports cohort scheduling by providing an abstraction for grouping related operations and mechanisms through which a program can implement cohort scheduling. This approach has been implemented in the StagedServer library. In a series of tests using a web server and publish-subscribe server, the StagedServer code performed better than threaded code, with a lower level of cache misses and instruction stalls and better performance under heavy load.
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